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Same result, reaction 
Markets at a glance 

 
Price / Yield 

/ Spread 
Change  
1 week 

Index QTD 
return 

Index YTD 
return 

US Treasury 10 year 4.50% 17 bps -2.6% -1.0% 

German Bund 10 year 2.80% 12 bps -1.9% -0.8% 

UK Gilt 10 year 4.31% -5 bps 0.7% -3.2% 

Japan 10 year 0.74% 2 bps -2.9% -0.3% 

Global Investment Grade 129 bps -2 bps -0.9% 1.8% 

Euro Investment Grade 146 bps 1 bps 0.5% 2.6% 

US Investment Grade 120 bps -2 bps -1.7% 1.5% 

UK Investment Grade 131 bps 0 bps 3.0% 2.0% 

Asia Investment Grade 202 bps 0 bps -0.7% 2.4% 

Euro High Yield 444 bps 7 bps 2.1% 6.6% 

US High Yield 393 bps 14 bps 1.0% 6.4% 

Asia High Yield 952 bps 9 bps -4.0% -4.1% 

EM Sovereign 356 bps 6 bps -1.5% 2.3% 

EM Local 6.6% 12 bps -1.9% 5.7% 

EM Corporate 329 bps 0 bps 0.1% 3.8% 

Bloomberg Barclays US Munis 4.1% 18 bps -2.5% 0.2% 

Taxable Munis 5.5% 9 bps -3.6% 1.2% 

Bloomberg Barclays US MBS 58 bps 3 bps -2.7% -0.9% 

Bloomberg Commodity Index 239.77 -1.1% 6.0% -2.3% 

EUR 1.0624 0.0% -2.3% -0.5% 

JPY 148.72 -0.4% -2.7% -11.6% 

GBP 1.2218 -1.1% -3.6% 1.3% 

Source: Bloomberg, ICE Indices, as of 22 September 2023.  
 

Chart of the week – US Treasury 10-year yield, 2003-2023 

 

Source Bloomberg and Columbia Threadneedle Investments, as of 25 September 2023. 
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Macro / government bonds 

There was no change in policy conditions after the FOMC meeting in the US and from the 
Monetary Policy Committee in the UK last week. The result of these moves in terms of bond 
market performance was, however, rather different.  
 
The US Federal Reserve left interest rates unchanged at 5.25-5.5%, but updated its ‘dot plots’ 
(Fed forecasts) to show an expectation of one more rate hike this year with 50bps of easing 
pencilled in for next year (this is down from a 100bps decline previously). So this means that the 
Fed expects to keep interest rates higher for longer.  
 
The Fed also amended some economic forecasts. Unemployment expectations were revised 
down to a rate of 4.1% (from 4.5% previously) for 2024. Elsewhere, the Fed’s core inflation 
(PCE) forecast for 2023 (the preferred gauge of inflation) has been edged down from 3.9% to 
3.7%. In terms of economic growth it expects 2.1% for 2023, 1.5% for 2024 and 1.8% for the 
year after. There is no expectation of a recession or hard landing – so little need to cut rates 
swiftly next year. Yields rose on the Fed’s actions and perceived intentions reaching the highest 
level for 10-year yields since before the Global Financial Crisis (see chart of the week). 
 
The Bank of England also left rates unchanged at 5.25% in a 5-4 vote split (with the 4 voting for 
+25bps). The undershoot in the most recent inflation data release appears to have been the 
deciding factor in leaving rates unchanged.  
 
The BoE noted that it will continue to focus on the tightness in the labour market, wage growth 
and service price inflation. With surveys pointing to an increase in labour market slack and a 
slowdown in wages many economists believe that 5.25% is the highest point in this aggressive 
tightening cycle.The bank also voted for £100bn in gilt sales (Quantitative Tightening) over the 
next 12 months, a step up from £80bn previously. However, with £50bn of gilts maturing over 
this timeframe “active” selling by the bank is only ticking up from £45bn to £50bn. Gilt yields 
moved in the opposite direction to the US and after a period of underperformance. 
 
This week brings US durable goods, consumer confidence and core PCE inflation data. In 
Europe we get emplyoment and inflation data as well as consumer confidence updates.  
 

Investment Grade credit 
Investment grade credit spreads tightened by another couple of basis points last week. The US 
market outperformed its European cousin in the last five trading days. 

Supporting the investment grade market this month has been a somewhat underwhelming 
primary market pipeline after a robust start to September and high expectations and inflows into 
the market as investors seek to ‘lock in’ the present higher yields as we close on the perceived 
peak in the interest rate cycle in many areas. Yields in all areas have come a significant 
distance in a relatively short period of time and present an interesting income opportunity to 
pensioners, savers and investors. 

In company specific news, Telecom giant Vodafone announced plans to sell 50% of its Spanish 
unit. 

 

High yield credit & leveraged loans 
US high yield bond valuations widened as a hawkish hold by the Fed was accompanied by the 
highest 10-year US treasury yield since 2007, a nearly 4% loss on the S&P 500, and an active 
new issue calendar.  
  
The ICE BofA US HY CP Constrained Index returned -0.64% and spreads were 17bps wider. 
According to Lipper, retail high yield funds saw a $416m outflow. Meanwhile, the average price 
of the J.P. Morgan Leveraged Loan Index finished a touch lower at $95.79 as investors also 
absorbed elevated capital market activity and sizeable retail fund inflows. Retail loan funds saw 
a $539m inflow, the fifth inflow over the last six weeks and largest since May 2022.  
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Last week saw European High Yield experience its second largest issuance week (c€4.4bn) 
since the start of 2022. There were six euro deals and one sterling deal of mostly BBs but also 
two single B issues, all refinancings. The primary market saw good to strong oversubscription, 
taking the YTD gross issuance to €45.5bn but with net issuance still holding at a modest 
€1.5bn. In absorbing the new issuance size, the market took a pause in its recent rally, returning 
-0.16% with spread widening +7bps to 444bps and yield rising +11bps to 7.78%. Single Bs 
underperformed both BBs and CCCs for once while sterling high yield strongly outperformed 
EHY (+0.41% vs -0.20%). Outflows slowed to a crawl with only -€37m exiting, due to ETFs as 
managed accounts saw net inflows for the week. 
 
In sector news, the auto sector is showing a twist as auto parts manufacturers are 
underperforming more than the auto manufacturers themselves. The whole sector saw some 
pressure last week, on the back of the auto workers’ strike in the US. In the gaming space, 
Entain (owner of Ladbrokes) announced a slowdown in online gaming, bringing down its 
expectation to online gaming revenue for Q3. This is the first slowdown being seen in the 
gaming sector.  
 
In credit rating news, INTRUM, UK debt collectors, was downgraded two notches to B2 by 
Moody’s citing limited progress in deleveraging. 

Securitised credit 
The US Agency MBS market suffered alongside duration sensitive asset classes on higher 
interest rates stemming from a slightly more hawkish Fed. The sector was down 71bps on the 
week and spreads widened another 5-6bps with lower coupon mortgages bearing the brunt. 15-
year agency MBS outperformed 30s, and higher coupons did best.  At this point, September 
prepayment speeds are projected to fall considerably, weighed on by both rates and a lower 
day count for the month. In Non-agency, residential new issuance was higher last week as was 
secondary trading. Spreads tightened again in CRTs while they widened in non-qualifying 
mortgages. 
 
In CMBS, higher rates kept issuance more subdued, and spreads were relatively flat w/w. 
Strength in spreads at the top of the capital stack seems to indicate investor interest and 
comfort in tactically adding given credit enhancement at those higher tiers. In terms of rating 
changes, 121 bonds were downgraded (40 deals), which is the highest amount in recent history 
on Fitch's ongoing review. In comparison, only nine deals were upgraded. 
 

Asian credit 
TotalEnergies is reportedly close to investing around $300m in a new JV with Adani Green 
Energy (Bloomberg). This 50/50 JV will hold a mix of solar and wind power assets with a total 
generation capacity of 1,000MW.  
 
According to Bloomberg, Vedanta Resources Ltd is talking to a group of lenders including 
Cerberus, Davidson Kempner, Varde and Standard Chartered about a private loan of $1bn. The 
proceeds will be reportedly used for the partial redemption of Vedanta’s bonds that mature in 
2024 and 2025.  
 
Moody’s has revised its outlook on China Resources Land, China Overseas Land, Poly Real 
Estate and Greentown to negative. The agency also placed the outlook of Vanke and Jinmao’s 
ratings on review for downgrade. The latest negative ratings action is not surprising. On a 
sectoral basis, Moody’s recently revised the outlook of the Chinese property sector to negative 
to reflect the weak economic growth outlook as well as homebuyers’ concerns over the 
timeliness of project completion and delivery.  
 
Country Garden has secured the approvals from onshore bondholders to extend the repayment 
of nine CNY-denominated notes. The company, however, missed the timely payment of a 
coupon ($415.4m) for a US dollar bond that matures in 2025. There is a 30-day grace period for 
this payment to be made. 
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Emerging markets 

The EMBI Global index delivered a -0.85% return on the week with spreads widening by 6bps 
on aggregate. Lower rated African single B names fared the worst with Eastern Europe being 
the only region that tightened on the week. On the data front we had Qatar’s CPI print at 2.38% 
YoY with Polish CPI coming in slightly below expectations at 10%.  
 
Turkish bonds outperformed, tightening by 18bps as the market becomes increasingly satisfied 
with the nation’s commitment to price stability and orthodox monetary policy. Turkey’s five-year 
credit default swap currently trades at 380bps (it was as high at 700bps during the May 
election): put another way, the cost of protection against default has now almost halved. 
 
We also had news of India’s inclusion in the JP Morgan’s family of local currency indices (we 
use these to benchmark our local EM pooled fund). This will be effective as of June 2024 and 
India will receive a maximum weighting of 10%. A survey of banks indicated this would lead to a 
least $20bn worth of flows into Indian local bonds and should be supportive for the rupee.   
    
In Eastern Europe, the Polish prime minister said the country will now stop supplying weapons 
to Ukraine following the ongoing grain dispute. Poland (as part of a group of five Eastern 
European nations) recently banned Ukrainian grain imports due to the detrimental impact on 
local farmers; however, the EU decided not to extend this ban last Friday. Poland has since 
softened its stance saying this comment referred to new weapons only and older weapons can 
still be shipped.  

Commodities 

The BCOM index delivered a -1.1% return on the week with agriculture (-2.3%) and energy 
markets (-1.4%) seeing the largest losses.  
 
In the energy space the biggest losses were felt in US gasoline prices, which were down 5.2%. 
In crude, WTI was flat on the week closing at $90 a barrel. Near term pricing has been 
supported by low inventory levels at the Cushing storage facility with the WTI curve now 
strongly backwardated.  
 
Looking forward, energy prices could be supported by China’s golden week holiday with 21m 
people expected to fly over the period. In Macao, a popular gambling destination for Chinese 
tourists, income is expected to recover to 100% of 2019 levels during the holiday.  
 
We had a breakthrough in the LNG space, with Chevron reaching an agreement with unions at 
its Australian LNG plants, strikes threatening 10% of global LNG supply have now resolved. 
Less encouragingly Russia announced an indefinite ban on the exports of gasoline and diesel to 
all countries excluding four ex-soviet states. This follows recent fuel shortages within Russia. 
The result was European natural gas priced rallied 9.6% last week.  
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Offerings may be made only on the basis of the information disclosed in the relevant offering documents and the terms and conditions 
under the relevant application forms. Investment involves risk. You are advised to exercise caution in relation to this material. Please refer 
to the relevant offering documents for details and the risk factors. Past performance is not a guide to future performance. The value of 
investments and any income is not guaranteed and can go down as well as up and may be affected by exchange rate fluctuations. This 
means that an investor may not get back the amount invested. The analysis included in this publication has been produced by Columbia 
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available here incidentally. Any opinions expressed are made as at the date of publication but are subject to change without notice and 
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document includes forward looking statements, including projections of future economic and financial conditions. None of Columbia 
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